We present an algorithm for the approximate solution of the nonsymmetric n-city traveling-salesman problem. An instance of this problem is specified by a n*n distance matrix D = (d..)
D, find a cyclic permutation ir*(D) (or simply tt*, when D is under stood) such that c(tt*,D) = min c(tt,D). This problem typically arises in ttGZ* machine scheduling applications,"where d^represents the set-up cost for job j upon the completion of job i, and an optimum sequence of job execu tion is desired. Since the directed traveling-salesman problem is NP-hard [4], it is not reasonable to expect to find a polynomial-time algorithm for its exact solution. Well-designed branch-and-bound methods are capable of
efficiently solving problem instances of size up to about n =100 [6] .
By an approximation algorithm for the traveling-salesman problem we mean an algorithm A that, given any matrix D, produces a cyclic permuta tion tt(D). The relative error associated with the execution of A on D is eW c(Tr*(D),D)

Sahni and Gonzales have shown that, given any e > 0, it is NP-hard to
solve the traveling-salesman problem with relative error < e. Thus, we cannot expect to find a polynomial-time approximation algorithm with uniformly bounded relative error.
In this paper we present a polynomial-time approximation algorithm which tends to gives solutions with small relative error. The algorithm starts by solving the nxn assignment problem, which is stated as follows: given D, find a permutation tt(D) (or simply tt) such that c(tt,D) = min c(tt,D).
There are algorithms which solve the assignment problem in time 0(n ) ( [1] , [7] ) 
. Our approximation algorithm produces a cyclic permutation tt by patch ing together the cycles of the optimal assignment permutation tt(D). The running time of the algorithm is 0(n3). The algorithm also yields an upper bound on the relative error e(D)
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.
Hence,
PKfor some k>0I* ", a contains two cycles of length k} 
Abad element of Aa(D,S) is one which is >yS+2^J 1nn. An element which is not bad is a good element. A bad row of A (D,S) is one that contains fewer than 3Inn good elements. The matrix Aa(D,S) is a bad matrix if it contains more than /3nln4 +l bad rows; otherwise Aa(D,S)
is a good matrix.
Lemma 3. If D is drawn at random from u* and a is drawn at -----nAn random from Zn, then Pr{Aa(D,S) is bad} <4"n.
Proof. Define a matrix fta(D,S) (or, briefly, aa) with the same rows and columns as Aa(D,S), such that (tf*)^=di,a(j)+dj,a(i)' Thenî s element-by-element greater than or equal to A (D,S), and it remains
only to prove that Pr{fla is bad} < 4"n. 
PKrow i has <3Inn good elements} < exp(-'-*• -«-^)ln(n-rri) (4+/7T -ln(n-m) _ 1
A^D^S) is bad} = 0((f)").
Proof. PHD0 is not exceptional and A^D^S) is bad} < Pr{c(TT,Da) <3 and A^D^S) is bad} < Pr{3a|c(ct,Da) <3 and Aa(Da,S) is bad} < E |{a|c(a,Da) <3 and Aa(Da,S) is bad}| (*) = n!Pr{c(a,Da)<3 and Aa(Da,S) is bad} , where a is a random element of Zn-But (*) is equal to n!Pr{A3(D,S) is bad and c(3,D)<3} where 3= a_1a is a random permutation. The two events "c(3,D) <3" and "Ae(D,S) is bad" are independent, since the first depends only on matrix entries d.. such that ji 3(i), and the second depends only on^dis3(i)B
y Lemma 3 the first event has probability < 4"n. The probability of the second event is <>n dxTdx0* **dxM < -r . 
Thus (*) <n!4"n^= 0((|)n).
D Lemma 5. If A (D,S) is a good matrix and DCT is drawn at random
Pr{6(^,D)> 3/(8+2/7) (In n)ri l/c} = o(l) .
Proof. All elements of [D] are equally likely to be drawn. Hence, the desired probability is equal tô
In order that 6(0" TT,Da) be greater than this bound one of three events must occur: a) Da is exceptional; b) Da is not exceptional and, for some T e S, Da e [D,T] and A1T([)a)(D,T) is bad; c) Da is not exceptional and, for some TeS, Da e [D,T], A1^0 '(D,T)
is good, and 6(ir(Da),Da,T) >3v£ +2/7(ln n)2-n"1/2.
The expected number of matrices for which the second event is true .is I |[D,T]|0(|)n. Here, 0(f)n is an upper bound on the probability that A^D.T) is bad (cf. Lemma 4). By Lemmas 5 and 6 the expected number of matrices for which the third event is true is I |[D,T]|0(ln n-n" ' ).
Finally, recalling that 
